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Abstract 
With the increasing development of the Internet and the continuous improvement of 
people's living standards, many people begin to like to participate in some public welfare 
to help those in need. Participating in offline public welfare projects requires higher time 
and space, so the emergence of online micro-volunteer systems provides new options for 
those who participate in volunteer activities. 
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1. Preface 

People's living conditions have become better and the social economy has made continuous progress. 
Now there are a lot of people, whether, in family life, material or learning conditions have become 
very superior. Therefore, many people begin to like to participate in some public welfare, which can 
not only help some people in need but also establish the image of personal characters. However, most 
public welfare actions are offline. People who want to participate in public welfare projects need to 
participate in public welfare at a specified time or place. It's difficult to arrange time in this way. In 
this information age, we cannot grow without the help of computers. The computer can process data 
at a faster speed. Its advantages are mainly reflected in high speed, quickness, and security. It is not 
only used in a simple information management system but also used in some high-speed and complex 
information management systems. Using the computer to develop a public welfare system provides 
a new way for the public welfare system. There is no need to take the original way to do public 
welfare activities, avoiding some unnecessary steps. 

2. System Function Design 

 
Figure 1. System main features chart 
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At present, there are large-scale and small-scale micro public welfare systems in China, and the small-
scale ones are used among various provinces. Large scale is used nationwide, and the number of users 
is huge, so the storage capacity of the database is also very large. With the popularization of current 
computer technology and recognition by the masses, the degree of recognition is becoming greater 
and greater. Therefore, our country's public welfare system is also in the stage of development. The 
main functions of the system are shown in Figure 1. 

2.1 Function Design of Ordinary Users 

The system provides the following functions for ordinary users: register volunteers: ordinary users 
can enter account information and personal data, save and register as ordinary volunteers; Browse 
activities: ordinary users enter the activity preview page, where ordinary users can only view the 
relevant information of all published activities; Browse dynamics: ordinary users can only view the 
dynamics released by volunteers in the dynamic interface; At the same time, ordinary users can also 
view teams and benefits. 

2.2 Function Design of Ordinary Volunteer Users 

The system provides the following functions for ordinary users: real name login: ordinary volunteer 
users can log in to the system after entering their account and password and being verified by the 
system; Browsing dynamics: compared with ordinary users, ordinary volunteers can publish new 
dynamics and delete their ones based on browsing dynamics; Viewing the team: ordinary volunteers 
can view the team information and join the organization; Declare team administrator: ordinary 
volunteers can apply to become a team administrator and obtain the permissions and functions of the 
team administrator; Exchange welfare: ordinary volunteers can exchange corresponding welfare 
medals through participation time and activity points; Participation in activities: ordinary volunteers 
can apply for published activities and participate in activities at the corresponding time and place 
after being reviewed by the team administrator. 

2.3 Team Administrator User Function Design 

The system provides the following functions for team administrators: manage team information: team 
administrators can manage the information of their team, and add, delete, modify and view the team 
information according to specific needs; Benefit distribution: team administrator users can distribute 
benefits to volunteers; Manage activity information: the team administrator user can manage the 
volunteer activity information to be carried out, and add, delete, modify, view and distribute the 
activity information; Declare activities: team administrator users can declare the voluntary activities 
they want to organize, and the activity information will be released after the administrator completes 
the approval. 

2.4 System Administrator User Function Design 

The system provides the following functions for the team administrator: background login: the system 
administrator user can log in to the background system after entering the account and password and 
being verified by the system; Activity management: the system administrator user can perform the 
operations of activity audit, activity push, and activity feedback management on the activities. 
Activity audit is the system administrator's approval and processing of the activity application sent 
by the team administrator. Activity push is the system administrator's view of the recently released 
activities that have not yet completed the registration and selects the appropriate activities to push 
after screening. feedback management is that the system administrator views and processes the 
information fed back by volunteers and team administrators; Application information processing: the 
system administrator user processes the information sent by volunteers to become a team 
administrator; Dynamic audit: the system administrator user audit the dynamic sent by volunteers and 
team administrators. 
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3. System Technology 

The micro volunteer system adopts B / S structure, which makes the system compatible with most 
systems. The main technical packages are bootstrap and Ajax asynchronous transmission. At the same 
time, to ensure the security and stability of the database, the system database uses MySQL database. 

3.1 Front-rear Separation Mode 

The system adopts the front and rear end separation mode. This development has the following 
advantages: 1) the front-end and back-end are completely decoupled and asynchronous data 
transmission is adopted. The front and back end can complete the project according to the division of 
labor, to make the program development more efficient. 2) Because the front and back ends are 
decoupled, the front end can be beautified separately without changing the back end. The front-end 
page of the system is written with HTML + CSS + JavaScript and jQuery, and the front-end 
framework is beautified with bootstrap. 3) When modifying and maintaining the back-end code, as 
long as the interface remains unchanged, the front-end code can be unchanged, greatly reducing the 
difficulty of maintenance. 

3.2 Database Design and Implementation 

The MySQL database used by the system has the functions of informative and inductive statistics and 
realizes the functions of statistics, summary, data management, and so on. It mainly focuses on the 
connection and summary of data, and stores data in a reasonable way, to improve the efficiency of 
the database. Because MySQL is characterized by small size, high speed, and low cost, and it is still 
open source, developers of small and medium-sized websites will choose MySQL as the website 
database. At the same time, the system cooperates with Navicat to simplify the complexity of database 
management and reduce the management cost of the system. Navicat is designed to meet the needs 
of database managers, database developers, and small and medium-sized enterprises. Navicat is built 
to intuitively display the graphical user interface. It allows us to create, organize, access, and share 
the information in the database safely and simply. 

4. Conclusion 

The micro voluntary system has promoted the development of public welfare undertakings, enriched 
and innovated the forms of public welfare activities, provided conditions for civilians to participate 
in public welfare, promoted the dissemination of public welfare ideas, and greatly demonstrated the 
positive energy of society. It has played an important role in building a socialist harmonious society, 
carrying forward socialist core values, and promoting all-round social progress. The development of 
micro public welfare advocates people to love and help each other, help vulnerable groups, achieve 
the function of social security through social assistance, promote social equity and maintain social 
stability. 
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